We would like to support the current law in relation to abortion in Northern Ireland.

As a Christian charity we are inter alia rescuing new born children from extreme cultural practices among the pastoralist communities of Northern Kenya and we currently have in our homes 130 children around 20 of whom would have been eradicated at birth by being left to the hyenas, having tobacco placed in their mouths or just abandoned in the scrub.

These are now beautiful boys and girls between 2 and 11 yrs old.

We believe in the sanctity of human life which begins at conception in the mother’s womb and that the practise of abortion is of little significant difference to some of the cultural practices of the pastoralists of East Africa.

In Northern Ireland we ask for your respect for our views and beliefs including any decision to be a matter for the people of Northern Ireland through their representatives at Stormont.

Thank you for your attention to this request
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